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Paclobutrazol (Bonzi) is a relatively recent addition to the arsenal of
growth retardantcompounds used by growers to control final height
in their poinsettia crop. Paclobutrazol(Bonzi) belongs to a class of com
pounds broadly described as triazoles and, as such, is distinctly different
from previous growth retardants. The most important practicaldistinc
tion is Bonzi's effectiveness in reducing height at much lower concentra
tions. This greatly reduced the latitude for ERROR.
It is unrealistic to expect any growth retardantcompound to sub
stitute for sound cultural and management practices. Prompt and ade
quate spacing, as well as a reasonable pinching schedule, are important
management decisions that will affect final plant height and efficacy of
your Bonzi application.
In spray applications (the only labeled method outside Florida),
Bonzi must uniformly reach the plant's lower stem surfaces. Research
has shown that absorbtion through the stem is of primary importance and
that, once absorbed, translocation is chiefly upward, where it inhibits
elongation of the shoot up (Barrett and Bartuska, 1982). The application
must be uniform because the potency of the material can result in non
uniform height control. Application should be made when breaks are
1 1/2-2 inches. This type of application is difficult to make when plants
are too closely spaced. This also means that just a dash over the top for
insurance is a waste of time and money. Growers whose schedules call
for late pinching (short crop) probably would find Bonzi overly effective
for their program.
The effectiveness of Bonzi is influenced by watering, fertilizer pro
gram and cultivar. Plant height and bract diameter of V-10 white and
dark red Hegg treated with two rates of Bonzi are shown in Figures 1
and 2, respectively. These results are from a largerexperiment con
ducted at Rutgers University in 1986. Our experience suggests this is not
a compound of choice for varieties where height control is not a serious
problem, or when applications are needed "later" in the season. Bonzi
was applied as a spray at either 50 or 100 ppm; i.e., on 10/1/86 and
10/14/86. Note that bract size was significantly reduced on both cultivars
as well as height The V10-white variety was unacceptable in final
height as well as bract diameter. Several other compounds and combina-
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Announcing the Connecticut greenhouse
short course

Plant Height (cm)

On October 19,1989, the Connecticut Florists Association will spon
sor the biennial Connecticut Greenhouse Short Course. The short

course will be heldat the University of Connecticut in the College of

Agriculture Auditorium. Anexciting line-up of speakers will be present
this yearto discuss topics of interest to thegreenhouse industry.
The day will begin with a guided tour by Dr. Mark Bridgen of the
UConn Floriculture Greenhouses. The students and staff involved in
floriculture research will be on hand to answer questions.
The Wallace R. Pierson Memorial Lecture features Dr. David
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Hartley, Research Director of Paul EckePoinsettias. Hewillbe high
lighting what's new in poinsettia varieties, culture, marketing and

production. Dr. Hartley will also present a session on New Guinea

Contamination, two hot topics for today's growers.

Dr.Will Healy from the University of Maryland will fill us in on
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Impatiens.

Connecticut Cooperative Extension Agents, Joe Maisano and Roy
Jeffrey, will cover Pesticide Storage Compliance and Ground Water
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Means are measurements ol 10 plants.
Within Varieties different letters

indicate statistical significance.

Flowering Hanging Baskets."

Dr. Robert Langhans from Cornell will cover Growth RegulatorsNew Products and TheirApplication.

Twoprofessors from Penn State will be speaking: Dr. Dennis Wolnick,Horticulture Marketing and Dr.Richard Craig,Geranium Update.
The shortcourse willqualify as a Greenhouse Pesticide Recertification meeting for thosegrowers interested.
Meet the Speakers
Dr. Mark Bridgen, Dr. Richard McAvoy and theCFAResearch &
Education Committee Chairperson, Barbara Pierson Diener, are planning
a "Meet theSpeakers" night onOctober 18. Theevening willbe held at
a local restaurant andwill give area growers a chance to informally get
toknow thespeakers and askthem questions about topics of interest.
Any questions, contact Barbara P. Diener, c/o A. N. Pierson, Inc.,at
(203) 635-5555.

tions were employed in this experiment, but Bonzi had by far the most
significant impact.
Light and temperature are also important factors that vary from
grower to grower. Greenhouses with inadequate temperature control,
where day temperatures may frequently be excessive, are apt to

experience height control problems. Delaying shade removal or dirty
glass or plastic can reduce light and increase final height. The point is
that a close look at your production environment is warranted before
you try to "muscle" your crop down to size with a chemical treatment.
Application rates and timing are important with any plant growth
regulating material, but with Bonzi, real attention to detail is required.
Be sure your calculations, volume measurement and sprayer calibration

are accurate, and that you are covering the bench area per volume sug
gested on the label.
The Bonzi label contains special information for producers in the

North regarding rates and multiple applications. These should be read
very carefully since, in our experience, multiple applications of recom
mended rates can result in excessive height reduction (Fig. 1). Also, late
application, especially after other retardants have been applied, is not an
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advisable practice. Our experience to date suggests that growers would
do well to use Bonzi experimentally on a small scale within the range of
recommended rates to establish optimal rates for their particular cir
cumstances.

In summary, Bonzi is a new class of exceptionally potent growth
retardants which can effectively control the height of poinsettias, but
should be used judiciously by producers in the Northeast.
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The original water-absorbing compounds were formulated from
starch or synthetic polymers, capable of absorbing 40 to 800 times
their own weight in water. Characteristically, the dried crystals, flakes or
powders are incorporated into the growing medium, where they are acti
vated by water and expand into gel-like particles. Medium components,
such as fertilizers, growth regulators or pesticides are also absorbed and
released by these compounds. Each hydrogel varies in response to the
above, as it is influenced by the salts and naturally occuring chemicals in
the water.

When purchasing or trying a water-absorbing compound, a grower
should ask: 1. How much water and fertilizer water, by weight, will the
compound absorb? 2. Is there a chance of soluble salt build-up? and 3.
What is the most economic rate and method of application?
The new synthetic polymer or superabsorbents available today have
these additional qualities: 1. They provide more media air pore space
when expanding and reduce potential waterlogged mixes. 2. They
improve water drainage. 3. They remain active for several years, thus
providing reduced wateringrequirements to retailersand, ultimately,
consumers. 4. They retain their waterholding ability in the presence of
alkalinity and fertilizers.

These advantages have been overshadowed by some reports of little
or no postproduction added shelflife. As with any new technique or
product, each grower must test these materials (on a small scale) under
his/her production management conditions.
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